MANIFESTO

I, Avinash Arun (180010016), am contesting for the post of Social Secretary for Hostel-2 for the year 2019-20, propose to do the following if elected –

INITIATIVES-

- Will create photo collages of the events and festivals that take place in the hostel, frame then and display it in the lounge.
- Will place donation boxes throughout the semester and donate them to orphanages every month.
- Will try to organise leisure hours in TV room or lounge to screen latest movies.

GENERAL DUTIES-

- Will promote Hostel Culture among the hostlers.
- Will ensure proper usage of Important hostel items such as speakers, projectors, T.V. and sports equipment.
- Will try to screen all important sports matches.
- Will keep the softboards updated with all the events happening in our Hostel, in and around the campus.
- Will organise Hostel trip/trek.
- Ensure refreshment is provided to all the participants in GC.
- Will ensure maximum crowd gathering for all the hostel events and GC.
- Will maintain close relations with all other secretaries to seek and provide help whenever necessary.
• Will work with council members in organising Lukkha weekend and Fun2shh.
• Will ensure proper usage and maintenance of Frisbee field.
• Will organise Resume making session and Latex workshop.
• Will ensure more commitment during P.A.F.

FESTIVE DUTIES-

• Will organise DAHI HANDI event for enthusiasts on Krishna Janmashtami.
• Will organise Flag hoisting ceremony on Republic Day and Independence Day and distribute sweets.
• Will organise pooja on Ganesh Chaturthi, Dussehra, Diwali and Saraswathi pooja
• Will distribute sweets and refreshments during festivals and fests.
• Will arrange DJ on Holi and during hostel events.
• Will organise bonfire event on Lodi and Holika dahan, and provide refreshments.

CREDENTIALS-

• Participated in Football GC, representing Hostel-15 and won the Silver Medal.
• Represented IIT Bombay Football team in Aavhan.
• Organiser in Aavhan and Mood Indigo.